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Are paste commodity prices hurting your bottom line?
Many of our customers are finding that they can buy a coarser paste (at lower cost) and utilize the
superior milling capabilities of our Boston Shearmill to reduce the fiber size to the desired level of finer
pastes. As an example, if you are currently utilizing an 045 paste, you can go to an 060 and mill it
creating an equal product with a lower ingredient cost.

Do your sauces need a lower Bostwick / higher viscosity?
When utilizing the Boston Shearmill on BBQ sauce, we can typically reduce sauce
Bostwick by 18-30%. This allows for a much thicker final product, creating an
opportunity for a line extension and allowing your formulators to be very
creative relative to possible reduction in paste use. If finer texture is not
desirable, this milled paste can be utilized at 75% with 25% of standard coarse
paste being added back in for texture, still reducing Bostwick by 12-20%!

Are you looking for improved yields on your tomato paste?
•
•
•

Cutting your tomato paste with the Admix Rotosolver in-tank mixer produces an
incredibly uniform mix normally within 2-minutes or less after all additions.
When combined with the latest in-line brix meters, remarkable accuracy can be achieved
using this rapid, automated process. You will consistently hit your targeted solids level
without excessive overage.
Our customers have confirmed that by utilizing Rotosolver they are achieving better
dispersions and hydrations of their starches and are reducing their starch amounts in
many cases.

Are your sauce blends truly uniform in your cook kettles?
Your BBQ sauce is only good if it remains consistent from the beginning of a fill to the
end. Admix’s unmatched application expertise combined with our complete line of
sanitary agitators, Rotomaxx, will have any vessel performing at its best in no time.

Contact Admix to schedule a plant audit, equipment test or to learn about an equipment trial
or process assurance warranty.
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